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3S Artspace presents:
Shop at 3S

Artisan Retail Store

PORTSMOUTH, N.H., November 26, 2022 - The new artisan retail Shop at 3S has opened its
doors for year-round shopping in the lobby of 3S Artspace. An Opening Celebration will take
place, Friday, December 2 from 5 - 8pm and is free to attend. Regular shop hours will coincide
with the 3S Artspace winter Gallery hours: Wednesday through Saturday from 11am - 6pm and
Sunday from 12 - 5pm.

The Shop at 3S features work by artists, makers, and small creative companies representing a
wide array of price points and mediums, including ceramics, metalsmithing, wood and textiles
with emphasis on handmade, small-batch items.

The inspiration for the shop is the central premise of 3S Artspace’s mission to celebrate
curiosity, creativity, and community. First quietly tested in 2019, the Shop at 3S was adopted as
a key piece of the 501(c)3 non-profit's strategic plan in 2020.

"We are so thrilled to see this initiative come to fruition! As our neighborhood has changed, and
our daytime visitors have steadily increased, we wanted to invest in a stronger and warmer
welcome to our space. With the Shop at 3S, you’re greeted with creativity the minute you walk
through our doors,” said Beth Falconer, Executive Director of 3S Artspace.

Elena Sarni, was recently hired as 3S’ first full-time Retail Manager for this initiative. Sarni has a
Master’s degree in Museum Studies and worked as a museum curator, but after moving to
southern Maine over a decade ago, she transitioned into being an arts writer and running her
own pop-up artisan shop.

“Elena has brought her experienced and thoughtful eye to an exceptional selection of
accessories, housewares, and other inspiring goods for guests to enjoy- all while benefiting a
new group of artists and makers," said Falconer.
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3S’ mission to support and create opportunities for artists is purposefully built into the new retail
initiative along with the 501(c)3 nonprofit organization’s existing Gallery and Performance
Spaces.

“The Shop is also a natural progression in our commitment to artisans stemming from our
annual Form + Function artisan fair, and the previous retail initiatives organized by 3S
Artspace,” said Sarni.

As for the shop’s aesthetic, Sarni said great care was given to select work with a clean,
contemporary vibe that reflects 3S, and to differentiate from other shops in Portsmouth. Visitors
will see a mix of artisan work from New England and across the country with a focus on
handmade items to start.

“I’m drawing on past experience working with artisans and running my pop-up to help shape the
Shop at 3S. I have my eye on trends, style, fun, and even a little whimsy. I also can’t wait to
offer more custom pieces in the near future,”  said Elena Sarni.

The Shop at 3S will continue to grow, featuring a revolving roster of vendors and products.
Visitors can expect the opening weeks to include: Amy Vander Els (jewelry), Ann Thompson
(jewelry), Blocked Co. (textiles), CatQuat (jewelry and sculpture), Elizabeth Levi Pottery, Emily
Diaz Norton (ceramics and sculpture), Fenway Clayworks, Greentree Home Candle, Homeport
Pottery Studio, Jessie Lazar (ceramics), La Nef Chocolate, MCK Glassworks, Near and Native
(scented candles), Perfectly Nice (textiles), S.E. Hall Furniture and Design, Souza Ceramics,
Sundew Sewing Co., Tania Whalen Ceramics, Verso (jewelry), Wild Rosie (textiles), and YEIOU
(paper art). Online shopping for select items will also be available at www.shopat3s.org
beginning in December.

Fenway Clayworks is based out of Colorado, but ceramicist and owner Sean Vandervliet grew
up in New Hampshire. The shapes of Vandervliet’s functional ceramics available in the Shop at
3S are inspired by midcentury modern architecture.

“It's nice to think of my work coming full-circle and making it back home,” Vandervliet said.

Vibrant colors and nature themes on printed textiles from artist Nina Devenney of Wild Rosie will
also be available in the shop.

“3S is a hub of art and ideas. I think their mission of inspiring others to stay curious, and to
encourage empathy and creativity are the best things that a person can aspire to, “ said
Devenney.

3S staff consulted with Kittery-based architectural firm, Winter Holben as a design resource, and
Rollinsford-based Orr Furniture Making created custom shelving and displays to help establish
the clean and bright feeling in the space.



“We’re so ready to introduce people to our unique goods and to new artisans– just in time for
the holiday shopping season. 3S has a new dimension you can’t help but be drawn to.
Out-of-towners, Gallery visitors, members of our community, concertgoers, guests dining at
Barrio– everyone is in for a real treat when they walk through the doors,” said Sara O’Reilly,
Marketing Manager at 3S Artspace.

An opening celebration is planned on December 2 from 5-8pm, coinciding with the
Opening Reception and Meet The Artist events in the Gallery at 3S that evening. Food,
drinks, and a 10% discount for shoppers will be offered from December 2 through
Sunday, December 4.

● More information on the Shop at 3S: www.shopat3s.org
● Follow the Shop at 3S on Instagram: @3sartspace

About 3S Artspace:
Curiosity.  Creativity.  Community.
Through the unique lens of contemporary arts experiences, 3S Artspace invites divergent
perspectives and encourages lively discourse centered around issues of today.
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